Abstract In this paper, some variants of stochastic solvers free from derivatives for It6 stochastic ordinary differential equations (SODEs) are given. The derived strong variants are convergent and explicit. Then, some implicit solvers are also proposed. Numerical results are reported for conf,rming convergence properties and for comparing the behavior of these methods for pathwise approximation of SODEs.
Introduction
Physical systems are often modeled by ordinary differential equations (ODEs). These models may represent idealized situations, as they ignore stochastic effects. By incorporating random elements in the differential equation (either in the initial or boundary conditions for the problem, or in the function describing the physical system), a stochastic differential equation (SDE) arises. Although there is a rich theory for designing efficient computational schemes in solving ODEs, the stochastic counterparts are less well developed [3] . Toward this goal, we here investigate some (explicit and implicit) variants of stochastic Runge-Kutta (SRK) methods for solving It6 SODEs in the strong sense.
(l) wlrere a denotes the drift term and b is the dilflsion term. The functions a antl bare assumed to be de{ined and measurable in [16. 7l x R an<l to satisfy botrr Lipschitz and rineargrowth bound conditions in x' These assumptions ensure the existence cif a unique solution of the SDE (1) with the inirial condition -xr, : -16 if ;6 is -f],,_measurable [20] .
The existing knorvn results [g] have shown that the rblrowing .lu.ri. prt.._Man-ryama (EM) method [16] il+t : .y; I a(ti, xi)Lt; t b(ti, xi)Atti, (Z) converges to the true solution in probability space. where Lt; : 7;*, _ l;, and Lwi _ trti_t-url,.Accordingtotherecenttheoryof il0l,theclassicEX,{method (.2 .1 sontetimes diverge in a2 sense in finite rime to the tme solrtion of (l). Another disadvantage of (2) is that its strong order is at least {. Hor"ver, the classic EM method has its great advantage due_to its simple algebraic structure and cheap computational cost [13] .
we recall that a time discrete approximatitn y : (y(t))1E1n converges strongry respec_ tively in the mean square with ordei p to -r as ft + 0 (at time r e fr), if there exist a constant C and a finite constant d6 > 0 such that Each -ri +t : -ri * ct(ti. -rr )_\,' -and Heun's scheme [19] 1. .xitfftri.x1 1(Arf -Ari). (6) and Heun's scheme [19] l-- .#lto,,*,* b(ti,x)ll*t * b(ri.xi)] (^u'rr -l;,i). (11) An important general family of SRK methods are given in [141, which also contains the scheme (1 I ) as one of its special members. To be more precise, ( 1 1) can be written as (8)- (9) withs : ? ''l .
.': -i,rtr.ritl(Llof -6ri).
1ll) I'
Some derivative-free solvers for numerical solution of SODLs zt br(xi) ^t 
and subsequentl,r" (1e) (20) = a(7,,,7(7,,)) * a(t,T(t)) +a(t,7(t)) -a(t,i(t)) + ou.itt)) -o(r*,iti,,)),
wherein t e Lim,i^+) n [i,,T r+i.
The assumptions in the theorems show further that l,.,,) -,(r)l : la(Tn,T(7,))(t _in) + b(7,,,7(1,))(w@ _ w(T,ys1 < C(l + \T(T,)D(G *1,) * lw(r) _ ut{i,)l). I r -l -r---=-; laoi. ri t bui. x)JLrit -b\ti. xi -b(ti.*itrlar,l_l (Aui -Atr ) .
4J Lti t (34)
Choosing 6 : 0 simplifies (33)- (34) to (14)- (16), while other values of 0 yield in implicit schemes.
Another type of implicit solvers which have recently been discussed in the literature are split-step methods. Drifting split-step methods tbr the numerical solution of (1) for a single noise channel have appeared in the literatufe over the past several years. Ding et al. [6] consiclered the split-step stochastic 0-method for the solution of (1). Accordingly, we can present several drifting split-step methods based on (14) and (16) 
hs i--:::her uith the assumption (19) The true stochastic process of the solution is a set of realizations. One such realization isshowninFigs. Iand2,correspondingtoaparticularrealizationof ur(/). If oneflxesa realization of ur(t), then the red curve represents the EM method using tiny samples of u(r) for the dw (applying n = 28, dt : 7 1n and SeedRandom[12 3 4]), in contrast to the exact realization with blue color. The low order of convergence for EM could easily be seen in Fig. 1 which resulted in rough approxirnations, while the higher order schemes such as SRKB ended in accurate approximations for the sample path in Fig. 2 .
Some further examples and simulations have now been done (using ll2)) to support the underlying theory given in the previous section. We also report the mean-square error instead of reporting errors for one sample path to clearly show the advantageous ofthe derived solvers in the strong sense.
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